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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a mobile com-
munication system, amobilecommunicationmethod, an-
damobile communication terminal. More specifically, the
present invention relates to a technique to monitor neigh-
boring cells of a cell in which a mobile communication
terminal (that is, a mobile station) is located.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] In a mobile communication system applying the
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA)
technology, a mobile station always monitors reception
levels of a currently located cell and neighboring cells
thereof so as to execute handover and cell reselection.
However, when the mobile station always monitors the
neighboring cells, operation rate of the mobile station be-
comes higher and power consumption thereof increases.
Accordingly, there is proposed a mobile communication
system which does not monitor signals of neighboring
cells when a reception signal level of a signal received
from a base station of the cell in which the mobile station
is currently located is sufficiently large. This system is
described in 3GPP TS 25.304 v5.3.0 (2003-06) pages
18-24 and in 3GPP TS 25.331 v5.5.0 (2003-06) pages
408-412, for example. However, when the mobile station
moves at high speed, speed of a decline of the reception
signal level is greater than an operation cycle for moni-
toring the neighboring cells. Cell reselection of the mobile
station is delayed as a result. When the cell reselection
is delayed, the mobile station cannot send and receive
a call.
[0003] In EP-A-1 292 039, a mobile communication
system is provided for decreasing power consumption in
a mobile station. In the mobile communication system, a
base station or a radio network control apparatus sets a
threshold of signal energy to noise power density ratio
of a common pilot signal according to downlink total send-
ing power, which may change every moment, and sends
the threshold to the mobile station. The mobile station
measures the ratio, and omits surrounding cell measure-
ment when the measured ratio exceeds the threshold.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] A mobile communication system according to
the present invention includes a base station for inform-
ing a mobile station of neighboring cell information, and
a mobile station for monitoring a signal of a neighboring
cell based on the neighboring cell information. A mobile
communication method according to the present inven-
tion includes the following steps of transmitting neighbor-
ing cell information from a cell base station to a mobile

station located in a cell, causing the mobile station to
monitor a reception signal level of a signal from the cell
base station, and causing the mobile station to monitor
a signal from a neighboring cell base station based on
the neighboring cell information when the reception sig-
nal level becomes equal to or below a given threshold
value. Moreover, a mobile station according to the
present invention includes means for monitoring a recep-
tion signal level from a base station of a cell in which the
mobile station is currently located, and means for moni-
toring a signal of a neighboring cell when the reception
signal level becomes equal to or below a given threshold
value.
[0005] In the present invention described above, the
mobile station monitors only a necessary signal of the
neighboring cell in accordance with the neighboring cell
information. Therefore, the mobile station does not waste
electric power.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] The above and other objects, features and ad-
vantages of the present invention will become apparent
from the following detailed description when taken with
the accompanying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 shows a mobile communication system ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a mobile station
according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 3 shows an example of neighboring cell infor-
mation;
Fig. 4 shows another example of the neighboring cell
information;
Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing an example of a mobile
communication method of the present invention;
Fig. 6 shows still another example of the neighboring
cell information; and
Fig. 7 shows yet another example of the neighboring
cell information.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0007] A preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion will be described below. Referring to Fig. 1, a mobile
communication system of the embodiment includes a
plurality of cells 101, 201 to 206, 301, and 302. A mobile
station 1 is located in the cell 101. Usually, a part of reach-
able range of radio waves of each cell overlaps a part of
reachable range of radio waves of an adjacent cell. Each
cell possesses a unique identification code (a scrambling
code). In this embodiment, the cells 201 to 206, 301, and
302 are examples of neighboring cells for which the mo-
bile station 1 monitors signals thereof. When the mobile
station 1 enters the cell 101, a base station of the cell
101 transmits control information to the mobile station 1
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and transmits broadcast information constantly. Either
piece of the information includes neighboring cell infor-
mation concerning the neighboring cells 201 to 206, 301,
and 302 of the cell 101. For the respective cells, the neigh-
boring cell information may include the identification
codes, ranks (that is, priorities for monitoring signals of
the neighboring cells), and reception signal level values
as triggers for monitoring the respective cells. As de-
scribed later, the mobile station 1 selects the neighboring
cell to be monitored based on the neighboring cell infor-
mation.
[0008] Referring to Fig. 2, the mobile station 1 of the
embodiment includes an antenna 11, a wireless trans-
ceiver unit 12, a baseband processing unit 13, and a con-
trol unit 15. The baseband processing unit 13 includes a
cell monitor unit 14. Here, illustration of a display unit, a
speaker, a microphone, and the like usually included in
the mobile station 1 is omitted in Fig. 2. The antenna 11
receives a radio signal from the base station. The control
unit 15 controls the baseband processing unit 13 and
thereby processes a baseband signal. The cell monitor
unit 14 selects an identification code designated by the
control unit 15 from the received baseband signal. The
cell monitor unit 14 also informs the control unit 15 of a
reception signal level of the cell corresponding to the se-
lected identification code. The control unit 15 can inform
the base station of the selected cell and the reception
signal level thereof.
[0009] Fig. 3 shows an example of the neighboring cell
information. The neighboring cell information includes
only the identification codes of the neighboring cells of
the cell 101 (the identification codes are indicated as
101-302 in Fig. 3 and in other drawings to be described
later). The mobile station 1 using this neighboring cell
information always monitors signals of all the cells around
the currently located cell 101. Accordingly, this mobile
station 1 monitors signals of the neighboring cells which
is unnecessary to be monitored and therefore wastes
electric power.
[0010] Referring to Fig. 4, an example of the neighbor-
ing cell information used in the present invention is illus-
trated herein. The neighboring cell information includes
the identification codes of the neighboring cells 201 to
206, 301, and 302 of the cell 101, and ranks for monitoring
the respective neighboring cells. The rank "0" of the cell
101 in which the mobile station 1 is currently located is
the highest rank. The mobile station 1 always monitors
the reception level of the signal from the base station of
the cell 101 while locating in the cell 101.
[0011] The rank "1" indicates the second highest rank.
In this example, the cells 201 to 206 adjoining the cell
101 possess the rank "1". The neighboring cells 301 and
302 which are more remote from the cell 101 possess a
lower rank "2".
[0012] Referring to Fig. 5, an example of operations of
the mobile communication system is illustrated herein.
As shown in Fig. 1, the mobile station 1 is assumed to
be located in the cell 101. The mobile station 1 receives

the signal from the base station of the cell 101 and mon-
itors the reception signal level (Qa) thereof. The mobile
station 1 retains two threshold values Qt1 and Qt2 (Qt1
> Qt2 in this example) corresponding to the above-de-
scribed ranks. The threshold values can be inputted to
the mobile station 1 in advance. Alternatively, the mobile
station 1 can receive the threshold values from the base
station after starting an operation. The mobile station 1
selectively detects the signals of the neighboring cells or
the reception signal levels of the signals based on the
threshold values.
[0013] The mobile station 1 receives the signal from
the base station of the cell 101 and starts to monitor the
reception signal level thereof. Simultaneously, the mobile
station 1 reads the neighboring cell information (S1).
Subsequently, the mobile station 1 monitors the recep-
tion signal level of the signal of the cell 101 which is in
the highest rank, and retains the reception signal level
Qa thereof (S2). The mobile station 1 determines whether
or not the reception signal level Qa of the cell 101 is
greater than the threshold value Qt1 (S3). When Qa is
greater than Qt1 (YES in S3), the mobile station 1 only
continues to monitor the reception signal level of the cell
101. When Qa is equal to or below Qt1 (NO in S3), the
mobile station 1 starts to monitor the signals of the neigh-
boring cells which possess the rank "1" (S4). Here, the
neighboring cell information is assumed to be as shown
in Fig. 4. At this time, the mobile station 1 starts to monitor
the signals of the neighboring cells 201 to 206 (or the
reception signal levels thereof) in addition to the cell 101.
When Qa is equal to or below Qt1, the mobile station 1
continues to monitor the signals of the neighboring cells.
Next, the mobile station 1 determines whether or not Qa
is greater than Qt2 (S5). When Qa is greater than Qt2
(YES in S5), the above-described monitoring operation
is executed again. When Qa is equal to or below Qt2 (NO
in S5), the mobile station 1 starts to monitor the signals
of the neighboring cells 301 and 302 which possess the
rank "2" (S6). At this time, the mobile station 1 monitors
the signals of the cells 101, 201 to 206, 301, and 302.
Thereafter, the mobile station 1 determines whether or
not the station 1 should change the cell 101 (S7). When
the mobile station 1 remains in the current cell 101 (NO
in S7), the above-described monitoring operation is con-
tinued again. When the mobile station 1 is controlled by
a base station of a different cell instead of the cell 101
(YES in S7), the mobile station 1 executes the above-
described operations in a new cell. For example, when
the mobile station 1 is controlled by a base station of the
cell 201, the base station of the cell 201 transmits neigh-
boring cell information as shown in Fig. 6 to the mobile
station 1. In this neighboring cell information, the cell 201
possesses the highest rank "0", the cells 101, 202, 206,
301, and 302 possess the rank "1", and the cells 203,
204, and 205 possess the rank "2". A condition for allow-
ing the mobile station 1 to change the cell may be preset
in the mobile station 1 or in the base station. One or more
than two threshold values are available for monitoring
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the neighboring cells. The base station of the cell can
transmit a control signal to modify the number of the
threshold values Qt and level values which are set up in
the mobile station 1.
[0014] Here, the reception signal level Qa of the cell
may be set as a Signal to Interference Power Ratio (SIR)
which represents a proportion of a target signal compo-
nent of all electric power received by the mobile station
1, divided by the remaining interference signal compo-
nent. Meanwhile, Qa may be any of Ec/No, Ec/Io, or Re-
ceived Signal Code domain Power (RSCP). The target
signal component is electric power of a channel of the
cell where the mobile station 1 is located, and all the rest
is the interference signal component. When the mobile
station 1 is located close to the base station, electric pow-
er of the signal which the mobile station 1 receives from
the base station is large, and electric power of the signal
which the mobile station 1 receives from the neighboring
cell is small. When the mobile station 1 is remote from
the base station, electric power of the signal which the
mobile station 1 receives from the neighboring cell be-
comes large.
[0015] Referring to Fig. 7, neighboring cell information
of another example includes the identification codes of
the neighboring cells 201 to 206, 301, and 302, and the
threshold values of the reception signal levels corre-
sponding to the respective cells. The cell 101 where the
mobile station 1 is currently located is set at a threshold
value "+20 dB". Meanwhile, the neighboring cells 201 to
206 are set at a threshold value "-10 dB" and the neigh-
boring cells 301 and 302 are set at a threshold value "-
20 dB", respectively. When the reception signal level of
the signal which the mobile station 1 receives from the
base station of the cell 101 becomes equal to or below
the above threshold values, the mobile station 1 starts
to monitor the signals of the neighboring cells (or the
reception signal levels thereof) corresponding to the
threshold values. For example, the signal which the mo-
bile station 1 located in the cell 101 receives from the
base station thereof does not usually exceed+20 dB. Ac-
cordingly, themobile station 1 always monitors the recep-
tion signal level of the cell 101. When the reception signal
level of the cell 101 becomes equal to or below -10 dB,
the mobile station 1 starts to monitor the signals of the
neighboring cells 201 to 206. Moreover, when the recep-
tion signal level of the cell 101 becomes equal to or below
-20 dB, themobile station 1 starts to monitor the reception
signal levels of the neighboring cells 301 and 302. When
the neighboring cell information shown in Fig. 7 is applied,
the mobile station 1 does not have to store the threshold
values like above-described Qt1 and Qt2.
[0016] In the above-described examples, the ranks or
the threshold values in the neighboring cell information
are set based on the layout of the neighboring cells. How-
ever, it is possible to set the ranks and the like so as to
lead the mobile station 1 to a specified cell. For example,
a cell capable of an operation such as High Speed Down-
link Packet Access (HSDPA) or Multimedia Broadcast/

Multicast Service (MBMS) is assumed to exist in the
neighborhood. In this case, the base station transmits
neighboring cell information with setting of a higher rank
for the relevant cell to the mobile station. Moreover, the
base station can transmit neighboring cell information
with setting of a lower rank for a cell of which capacity is
close to the limit, thus leading the mobile station to a cell
having enough capacity.
[0017] While the present invention has been described
in connection with a certain preferred embodiment, it is
to be understood that the subject matter encompassed
by the present invention is not limited to the specific em-
bodiment. On the contrary, it is intended to include all
alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as can be
included within the scope of the following claims.
[0018] According to an embodiment, in a mobile com-
munication system, a base station of a cell transmits
neighboring cell information to a mobile station located
in the cell. The mobile station monitors signals of neigh-
boring cells based on the information. The neighboring
cell information includes identification information on the
cell in which the mobile station is located and on the
neighboring cells thereof; and ranks for monitoring the
respective cells. When a reception signal level of a signal
transmitted by the base station of the cell in which the
mobile station is located becomes equal to or below a
given threshold value, the mobile station monitors a sig-
nal of a corresponding neighboring cell. The neighboring
cell information may include specific reception signal lev-
els for the respective neighboring cells instead of the
ranks.

Claims

1. A mobile communication system comprising:

a base station for transmitting neighboring cell
information to a mobile station (1); and the mo-
bile station (1) for monitoring a signal of a neigh-
boring cell (201 -206, 301, 302) based on the
neighboring cell information,
characterized in that the neighboring cell in-
formation includes identification information on
a cell (101) in which the mobile station is located
and on the neighboring cell (201 - 206, 301, 302)
thereof; and reception signal levels, that show
threshold values, corresponding to the neigh-
boring cells (201 - 206, 301, 302), and in that
the mobile station (1), when the reception signal
level of a signal transmitted from the base station
of the cell (101) in which the mobile station (1)
is currently located becomes equal to or below
any of the reception signal levels, that show
threshold values, included in the neighboring
cell information, monitors the signal of the neigh-
boring cell (201 - 206, 301, 302) corresponding
to the reception signal level included in the
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neighboring cell information.

2. A mobile communication method between a mobile
station and a base station, the method comprising
the steps of:

transmitting neighboring cell information (S1)
from a cell base station to the mobile station lo-
cated in a cell;
causing the mobile station to monitor a reception
signal level of a signal from the cell base station
(S2); and
causing the mobile station to monitor a signal
from a given neighboring cell base station based
on the neighboring cell informations (S4) when
the reception signal level becomes equal to or
below a given threshold value (53),
wherein the neighboring cell information in-
cludes identification information on a cell in
which the mobile station is located and on the
neighboring cell thereof; and the reception sig-
nal levels, that show threshold values, corre-
sponding to the neighboring cells, and
the mobile station, when the reception signal lev-
el of the signal transmitted from the cell base
station becomes equal to or below any of the
reception signal levels, that show threshold val-
ues, included in the neighboring cell information,
monitors a signal of the neighboring cell corre-
sponding to the reception signal level included
in the neighboring cell information.

3. A mobile station (1) comprising:

means for monitoring a reception signal level
from a base station of a cell (101) in which the
mobile station (1) is currently located; and
means for monitoring a signal of a neighboring
cell (201 - 206, 301, 302) when the reception
signal level becomes equal to or below a given
threshold value,
wherein the neighboring cell (201 - 206, 301,
302) to be monitored is designated by neighbor-
ing cell information to be transmitted from the
base station,
wherein the neighboring cell information in-
cludes identification information on the cell (101)
in which the mobile station (1) is located and on
the neighboring cell (201 - 206, 301, 302) there-
of; and the reception signal levels, that shows
threshold values, corresponding to the neigh-
boring cells (201 - 206, 301, 302), and
the mobile station (1), when the reception signal
level of the signal transmitted from the cell base
station becomes equal to or below any of the
reception signal levels, that shows threshold val-
ues, included in the neighboring cell information,
monitors a signal of the neighboring cell (201 -

206, 301, 302) corresponding to the reception
signal level included in the neighboring cell in-
formation.

Patentansprüche

1. Mobiles Kommunikationssystem, das folgendes auf-
weist:

eine Basisstation zum Senden von Nachbarzel-
leninformation zu einer mobilen Station (1); und
die mobile Station (1) zum Überwachen eines
Signals einer Nachbarzelle (201-206, 301, 302)
basierend auf der Nachbarzelleninformation,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Nachbar-
zelleninformation ldentifikationsinformation
über eine Zelle (101), in welcher die mobile Sta-
tion lokalisiert ist, und über ihre Nachbarzelle
(201-206, 301, 302) und Empfangssignalpegel,
die Schwellenwerte zeigen, entsprechend den
Nachbarzellen (201-206, 301, 302) enthält, und
dass
die mobile Station (1), wenn der Empfangssi-
gnalpegel eines von der Basisstation der Zelle
(101), in welcher die mobile Station (1) gerade
lokalisiert ist, gesendeten Signals gleich irgend-
einem der in der Nachbarzelleninformation ent-
haltenen Empfangssignalpegel, die Schwellen-
werte zeigen, oder niedriger als dieser wird, das
Signal der Nachbarzelle (201-206, 301, 302)
entsprechend dem in der Nachbarzelleninfor-
mation enthaltenen Empfangssignalpegel über-
wacht..

2. Mobiles Kommunikationsverfahren zwischen einer
mobilen Station und einer Basisstation, wobei das
Vertahren die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

Senden von Nachbarzelleninformation (S1) von
einer Zellen-Basisstation zu der in einer Zelle
lokalisierten mobilen Station,
Veranlassen, dass die mobile Station einen
Empfangssignalpegel eines Signals von der
Zellen-Basisstation überwacht (S2);
Veranlassen, dass die mobile Station ein Signal
von einer gegebenen Nachbarzellen-Basissta-
tion basierend auf der Nachbarzelleninformati-
on überwacht (S4), wenn der Empfangssignal-
pegel gleich einem gegebenen Schwellenwert
oder niedriger als dieser wird (S3),
wobei die Nachbarzelleninformation Identifika-
tionsinformation über eine Zelle, in welcher die
mobile Station lokalisiert ist, und über ihre Nach-
barzelle und die Empfangssignalpegel, die
Schwellenwerte zeigen, entsprechend den
Nachbarzellen enthält; und
die mobile Station, wenn der Empfangssignal-
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pegel des von der Zellen-Basisstation gesende-
ten Signals gleich irgendeinem der in der Nach-
barzelleninformation enthaltenen Empfangssi-
gnalpegel, die Schwellenwerte zeigen, oder
niedriger als dieser wird, ein Signal der Nach-
barzelle entsprechend dem in der Nachbarzel-
leninformation enthaltenen Empfangssignalpe-
gel überwacht.

3. Mobile Station (1), die folgendes aufweist:

eine Einrichtung zum Überwachen eines Emp-
fangssignalpegels von einer Basisstation einer
Zelle (101), in welcher die mobile Station gerade
lokalisiert ist; und
eine Einrichtung zum Überwachen eines Si-
gnals einer Nachbarzelle (201-206, 301, 302),
wenn der Empfangssignalpegel gleich einem
gegebenen Schwellenwert oder niedriger als
dieser wird,
wobei die zu überwachende Nachbarzelle
(201-206, 301, 302) durch von der Basisstation
zu sendende Nachbarzelleninformation be-
stimmt wird,
wobei die Nachbarzelleninformation ldentifikati-
onsinformation über die Zelle (101), in welcher
die mobile Station lokalisiert ist, und über ihre
Nachbarzelle (201-206, 301, 302) und die Emp-
fangssignalpegel, die Schwellenwerte zeigen,
entsprechend den Nachbarzellen (201-206,
301, 302) enthält, und
die mobile Station (1), wenn der Empfangssi-
gnalpegel des von der Zellen-Basisstation ge-
sendeten Signals gleich irgendeinem der in der
Nachbarzelleninformation enthaltenen Emp-
fangssignalpegel, die Schwellenwerte zeigen,
oder niedriger als dieser wird, ein Signal der
Nachbarzelle (201-206, 301, 302) entspre-
chend dem in der Nachbarzelleninformation ent-
haltenen Empfangssignalpegel überwacht.

Revendications

1. Système de communication mobile comprenant :

une station de base pour transmettre des infor-
mations de cellule voisine à une station mobile
(1) ; et la station mobile (1) pour surveiller un
signal d’une cellule voisine (201-206, 301, 302)
d’après les informations de cellule voisine,
caractérisé en ce que les informations de cel-
lule voisine incluent des informations d’identifi-
cation sur une cellule (101) dans laquelle la sta-
tion mobile est située et sur sa cellule voisine
(201-206, 301, 302) ; et des niveaux de signal
de réception, qui montrent des valeurs seuils,
correspondant aux cellules voisines (201-206,

301, 302), et en ce que
la station mobile (1), lorsque le niveau de signal
de réception d’un signal transmis par la station
de base de la cellule (101) dans laquelle la sta-
tion mobile (1) est actuellement située devient
égal ou inférieur l’un quelconque des niveaux
de signal de réception, qui montrent des valeurs
seuils, inclus dans les informations de cellule
voisine, surveille le signal de la cellule voisine
(201-206, 301, 302) correspondant au niveau
de signal de réception inclus dans les informa-
tions de cellule voisine.

2. Procédé de communication mobile entre une station
mobile et une station de base, le procédé compre-
nant les étapes consistant à :

transmettre des informations de cellule voisine
(S1) d’une station de base de cellule à une sta-
tion mobile située dans une cellule ;
amener la station mobile à surveiller un niveau
de signal de réception d’un signal provenant de
la station de base de cellule (S2) ; et
amener la station mobile à surveiller un signal
d’une station de base de cellule voisine d’après
les informations de cellule voisine (S4) lorsque
le niveau de signal de réception devient inférieur
ou égal à une valeur seuil donnée (S3),
où les informations de cellule voisine incluent
des informations d’identification sur une cellule
dans laquelle la station mobile est située et sur
sa cellule voisine ; et les niveaux de signal de
réception, qui montrent des valeurs seuils, cor-
respondant aux cellules voisines, et
la station mobile, lorsque le niveau de signal de
réception du signal transmis par la station de
base de cellule devient égal ou inférieur à l’un
quelconque des niveaux de signal de réception,
qui montrent des valeurs seuils, inclus dans les
informations de cellule voisine, surveille un si-
gnal de la cellule voisine correspondant au ni-
veau de signal de réception inclus dans les in-
formations de cellule voisine.

3. Station mobile (1) comprenant :

un moyen pour surveiller un niveau de signal de
réception provenant d’une station de base d’une
cellule (101) dans laquelle la station mobile (1)
est actuellement située ; et
un moyen pour surveiller un signal d’une cellule
voisine (201-206, 301, 302) lorsque le niveau
de signal de réception devient inférieur ou égal
à une valeur seuil donnée,
où la cellule voisine (201-206, 301, 302) à sur-
veiller est désignée par des informations de cel-
lule voisine à transmettre par la station de base,
où les informations de cellule voisine incluent
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des informations d’identification sur la cellule
(101) dans laquelle la station mobile (1) est si-
tuée et sur sa cellule voisine (201-206, 301,
302) ; et les niveaux de signal de réception, qui
montrent des valeurs seuils, correspondant aux
cellules voisines (201-206, 301, 302), et
la station mobile (1), lorsque le niveau de signal
de réception du signal transmis par la station de
base de cellule devient inférieur ou égal à l’un
quelconque des niveaux de signal de réception,
qui montrent des valeurs seuils, inclus dans les
informations de cellule voisine, surveille un si-
gnal de la cellule voisine (201-206, 301, 302)
correspondant au niveau de signal de réception
inclus dans les informations de cellule voisine.
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